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Amy Namey in ace reporter
E PBK MCD bk.3

When Amy Namey, Ace reporter, teams up with Judy Moody, the two go monster
hunting in Frog Neck Creek, and may stumble upon the scoop of the century.

April Fools' Mr. Todd!
E PBK MCD bk.8

"April Fools' Day just happens to be one of Judy Moody's favorite days of the year.
And this year she's got one thing on her mind: the perfect prank she's going to play on
Mr. Todd, thanks to an awesome present from her brother, Stink. Gotcha, Mr. Todd!
But in all the excitement over spaghetti trees, April fish, and fools' errands, Judy
worries that something else will be forgotten by Mr. Todd and Class 3T altogether:
April 1 also happens to be Judy's birthday! Gulp! Will her friends remember in time, or
will Judy be the fool this year? And just what might Mr. Todd have up his
sleeve?"--Amazon.com.

Babymouse. A very Babymouse Christmas
E PBK HOL bk.15

Babymouse approaches the holidays with a single-minded determination to get the
presents she wants.



Babymouse. Babymouse for president
E PBK HOL bk.16

When Babymouse decides to become president of the student council, she learns that
there is more to running for office than being famous and in charge.

Babymouse. Bad babysitter
E PBK HOL bk.19

"Babymouse discovers that babysitting is not as easy as it sounds"--Provided by
publisher.

Babymouse. Burns rubber
E PBK HOL bk.12

Babymouse anticipates her dreams of being a race car driver coming true when she
and her best friend Wilson enter the Race of the Century with hopes of making it to
the winners' circle.

Babymouse. Cupcake tycoon
E PBK HOL bk.13

The school library is hosting a fundraiser and Babymouse is determined to win the
grand prize--and help the school--but to win she will have to outsell her classmates,
including her nemesis, Felicia Furrypaws.



Babymouse. Dragonslayer
E PBK HOL bk.11

An imaginative mouse who likes to read heroic fantasy novels finds herself on the
school math team as it prepares to compete for the coveted Golden Slide Rule.

Babymouse. Extreme Babymouse
E PBK HOL bk.17

It seems that everyone at school has taken up snowboarding, so Babymouse decides
she must hit the slopes, too.

Babymouse. Happy birthday, Babymouse
E PBK HOL bk.18

Babymouse imagines the biggest, most wonderful birthday party ever for herself and
tries to make it happen, but Felicia is planning her own birthday bash for the very
same day.

Babymouse. Mad scientist
E PBK  HOL bk.14

While working on a school science fair project, Babymouse discovers Squish, a new
species of amoeba that talks and eats cupcakes.



Babymouse. The musical
E PBK HOL bk.10

As tryouts for the school musical begin, Babymouse takes the starring role in several
imaginary Broadway productions, which also feature her debonair new classmate,
Henry the hedgehog.

Frank Pearl in the awful waffle kerfuffle
E PBK MCD bk.4

Judy Moody cheers on her friend Frank Pearl when he decides to take a shot at
winning a prize in the Great Third-Grade Breakfast Bash.

Giant trouble
J F VER bk.4

"When Princess Harriet climbs an enormous beantalk, she finds an even bigger
surprise--a giant rabbit is keeping a goose and a girl who is half-harp-half-hamster are
prisoner[s], and it's up to Harriet to save the day"--Provided by publisher.

History of comic books
J 741. 59 SMI

Discusses the history of the comic book industry.



Jessica Finch in pig trouble
E PBK MCD bk.1

"With her birthday coming up, Jessica hopes that, just maybe, her present will be a
real-live potbellied pig. Jessica can hardly wait for her party with Judy Moody and all
their friends. But Judy Moody is acting like a pig-head, and Jessica UN-invites her
from the party. To make matters worse, Jessica has snooped around the house and
has found zero sign of a pig present. Could her birthday be any more of a
disaster?"--Dust jacket.

Judy Moody, Tooth Fairy
E PBK MCD bk.9

"When Judy and her friends overhear an older student saying there's no such thing as
the Tooth Fairy, Judy plans to test the theory herself"--OCLC.

Little Red Rodent Hood
J F VER bk.6

A little girl in a red cape asks for Princess Harriet Hamsterbone's help with a pack of
weasel-wolves who want to eat her grandmother, but after meeting everyone, Harriet
is not sure whom to trust.

Mrs. Moody in the birthday jinx
E PBK MCD bk.7

"Make a wish, Mrs. Moody! Every year on Mom's birthday, one way or another,
something goes wrong-not-right. Maybe Judy's been in a bad mood. Maybe Stink's
gotten a little carsick. Maybe Dad can't bake Mom's favorite carrot cake. But this year
is going to be different. This year is going to be perfect. This year, Judy is going to do
all she can to make sure Mom gets the happy birthday she deserves. Watch out! The
Boss of Birthday (aka Judy) is on the job! Parsnip cake with avocado frosting,
anyone?"--Amazon.com.



Not-so-lucky Lefty
E PBK MCD bk.10

"Left-handers are creative. Left-handers are geniuses. Half of all cats are lefties! Or so
says Stink. But Judy is a righty, and Judy is feeling left out. Tomorrow is Left Handers
Day, and Stink and Dad, the southpaws in the Moody family, are celebrating with a trip
to the pretzel factory. Judy is allowed to come along on one condition: she has to be
left-handed the whole entire day. It's on!"--Provided by publisher.

Ocean meets sky
E F FAN

"A little boy builds a ship to honor his late grandfather and sets sail for the magical
place where ocean meets sky from his grandfather's stories"-- Provided by publisher.

Of mice and magic
J F VER bk.2

"Harriet Hamsterbone sets out to reverse the curse on twelve mice princesses who
are forced to dance all night, every night"--Provided by publisher.

Ratpunzel
J F VER bk.3

"It is Princess Harriet Hamsterbone to the rescue when Heady the hydra's egg is
stolen, but her search leads her to a castle accessible only by a rat with a very long
tail"--Provided by publisher.



Rocky Zang in the amazing Mr. Magic
E PBK MCD bk.2

Rocky agrees to allow Judy to be his assistant for his magic show, but is not sure
about his decision or their friendship after he realizes she is not good at the job.

She persisted : 13 American women who changed the
world
E 920 CLI

"Profiles the lives of thirteen American women who have left their mark on U.S.
history, including Harriet Tubman, Helen Keller, Margaret Chase Smith, and Oprah
Winfrey"--OCLC.

Stink Moody in master of disaster
E PBK MCD bk.5

"Stink is camped out in the backyard with his sister, Judy, and he can't wait to lay eyes
on P/2015 OZ4, also known as the Sherman-Holm Comet. But then news of an
asteroid hitting Russia reaches Stink, and suddenly he's feeling squeamish (and
squash-ish) about close encounters of the outer-space kind"--OCLC.

Triple pet trouble
E PBK MCD bk.6

Determined to help her sick pet Venus flytrap, Judy Moody enlists the aid of an unruly
toad and a mind-reading cat to help her find a cure.



What do you do with a chance?
E F YAM

"What do you do with a chance? Especially one that seems too big or too wild or just
out of reach? Do you hold back? Do you act like you don't care? Do you let it slip
away? This is the story of some remarkable chances and the child who doesn't know
quite what to do with them. But the more chances come around, the more the child's
fascination grows. And then, one day, a little courage makes all the difference in the
world"--Dust jacket.

What do you do with a problem?
E F YAM

When a problem becomes too big from worrying about it, a child decides to face the
problem and learns that problems can make us stronger.

Whiskerella
J F VER bk.5

"When a fairy godmouse forces Whiskerella to wear glass slippers and attend balls
night after night in search of a happily ever after, it's up to Princess Harriet
Hamsterbone to break the spell and save the day"--Provided by publisher.

Who is Jane Goodall?
J B GOO

A biography of Jane Goodall, a scientist who studied chimpanzees in their natural
habitat in Africa and changed what we know about them.



Who is Malala Yousafzai?
J B YOU

Malala Yousafzai was a girl who loved to learn but was told that girls would no longer
be allowed to go to school. She wrote a blog that called attention to what was
happening in her beautiful corner of Pakistan and realized that words can bring about
change. She has continued to speak out for the right of all children to have an
education. In 2014 she won the Nobel Peace Prize.

Who is Pope Francis?
J B FRA

A look at the life of Pope Francis, the first Jesuit Pope.

Who was Albert Einstein?
J B EIN

Tells the life story of history-making physicist Albert Einstein, describing his beginnings
as a scientist, his experiences in Nazi Germany, his arrival in the U.S., and his major
accomplishments, and includes a chronology.

Who was Anne Frank?
J B FRA

Tells the life story of Anne Frank, the Dutch Jewish girl whose diary chronicling her
years in hiding from the Nazis became beloved the world over after her death, and
includes a chronology and bibliography.



Who was Charles Darwin?
J B DAR

An introduction to the life and accomplishments of the nineteenth-century British
naturalist Charles Darwin.

Who was Ernest Shackleton?
J B SHA

A brief biography of Ernest Shackleton, famous for his historic 1914 journey to the
South Pole aboard the Endurance.

Who was Galileo?
J B GAL

"Like Michelangelo, Galileo is another Renaissance great known just by his first
name--a name that is synonymous with scientific achievement. Born in Pisa, Italy, in
the sixteenth century, Galileo contributed to the era's great rebirth of knowledge. He
invented a telescope to observe the heavens. From there, not even the sky was the
limit! He turned long-held notions about the universe topsy turvy with his support of a
sun-centric solar system."--Provided by publisher.

Who was Gandhi?
J B GAN

Provides a brief biography of Mahatma Gandhi, the Indian political and spiritual leader
who lead his country to freedom from British rule through his policy of nonviolent
resistance.



Who was Leonardo da Vinci?
J B LEO

Presents an introduction to the life and accomplishments of the famous Italian
Renaissance inventor and artist Leonardo da Vinci.

Who was Marie Curie?
J B CUR

A brief biography of Polish physicist and chemist Marie Curie.

Who was Neil Armstrong?
J B ARM

Looks at the life of Neil Armstrong, the American astronaut who in 1969 became the
first person ever to set foot on the moon.

Who was Nelson Mandela?
J B MAN

A biography of Nelson Mandela, South African anti-apartheid activist, political
prisoner, and president.



Who was Thomas Alva Edison?
J B EDI

An introduction to the life and accomplishments of Thomas Edison, America's most
famous inventor.

Who was William Shakespeare?
J B SHA

Presents a brief profile of the life and works of sixteenth-century playwright, William
Shakespeare; and contains black-and-white illustrations that include a diagram of the
Globe Theater.


